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ABSTRACT
In recent years the demand for multi-spacecraft launches has increased. Eurockot faces this development with its
multiple launch capability. Mission specific, intelligent, multiple launch dispensers as well as mission profiles with
several re-ignitions of the upper stage for orbit changes or phasing maneuvers enable precise ejection of multiple
spacecraft into pre-determined directions with delta v added for phasing, hence simplifying mission design for the
satellite. Eurockot offers launches of complete orbital planes to constellation operators or combinations of multiple
spacecraft.
This paper presents deferent solutions for multiple spacecraft launch dispensers now available for stacked or
adjacent configurations. First, an analysis is provided summarizing past multiple spacecraft missions using the
Rockot launch vehicle. Different multiple spacecraft dispensers were developed and demonstrated during Eurockot's
past cluster missions such as GRACE, Iridium, SMOS/Proba-2 and Swarm. In particular, the paper describes the last
multiple mission in 2013 performed by Eurockot- the three spacecraft Swarm mission of ESA, which is one of the
most complex missions in respect of accommodation and simultaneous separation of the three satellites.

INTRODUCTION
Eurockot Launch Services GmbH, is a joint venture of
Airbus Defence and Space and Khrunichev State
Research and Production Space Center (Khrunichev)
founded specifically to market the flight-proven SS-19
based Rockot launch vehicle. Eurockot, a dedicated
marketing and project management company, acts as
the interface to the market and, thus, is the contract
partner for the customers. Eurockot offers
comprehensive logistical and customer services in
Russia as part of the launch contracts with its
customers.

Year

Success

2005

CryoSat

Failure

2006

KompSat 2

Success

2009

GOCE

Success

2009

Proba-2, SMOS

Success

2010

SERVIS 2

Success

2013

Swarm

Success

The launches are performed from a dedicated launch
pad at Plesetsk Cosmodrome in Nothern Russia.

Eurockot Launch History
Payload

Result

2000

2 IRIDIUM Mock-ups

Success

2002

2 GRACE spacecraft

Success

2002

2 IRIDIUM spacecraft

Success

2003

8 small satellites and Monitor
E1 Mock-up

Success
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Since 2005 the Rockot launcher has also been used for
Russian federal launches. This has substantially
underpinned the program ensuring continuity and
support by the Russian government.

The Rockot/Breeze-KM in its current configuration as
used by Eurockot has a total record of 21 launches since
the year 2000, including ten successful launches by
Eurockot and nine successful federal launches
undertaken for the Russian government by Khrunichev.
Table 1:
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THE ROCKOT LAUNCH VEHICLE
Rockot uses existing hardware from SS-19
Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs) as first and
second stage boosters, complemented by the newly
designed Breeze-KM upper stage, payload fairing and
interstage between second and third stages.
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1800

The upper stage allows for multiple orbit injections
during one launch. The re-ignitable Breeze-KM can
execute a series of pre-programmed commands to
provide the desired initial payload attitude prior to its
separation. This capability can also be used to re-orient
Breeze-KM for the deployment of multiple payloads
with independent attitude requirements (e.g. spinstabilization up to 10 rpm). This is attractive for
missions that use satellite constellations or simply for
reducing cost by sharing the launch vehicle.
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Fig. 2: Payload performance capability from
Plesetsk
MULTI-SPACECRAFT LAUNCH OF A
STACKED CONFIGURATION

Fig. 1: Example of Sequential Deployment of Three
Satellites

For multi-spacecraft stacked on top of each other inside
the payload fairing a double cone adapter system was
developed and first applied for the launch of ESA’s Soil
Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and Project for
On-board Autonomy 2 (PROBA-2) satellites please
refer to Fig. 3.

Launches are performed from the Plesetsk
Cosmodrome in Northern Russia as a launch site with
ideal geographic location for satellites requiring high
inclination and polar, in particular sun-synchronous
orbits (SSO).
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Fig. 5 shows a solution that provides more space for the
payload located at the bottom.

Fig. 3: 2-Part SMOS/Pproba-2 Launch Vehicle
Adapter System with Proba-2 inside

Fig. 5: Cylinder/Cone Adapter System

For the realization of this concept the following devices
were needed:

Separation System for Single Payload
In a stacked configuration a separation system for
single payload is needed for the last spacecraft to be
injected into orbit. It is mounted on top of the upper
stage and has spring and pyro driven release
mechanisms and pushers, see Fig. 6.

Clamp Band
Eurockot has made use of both the 937mm and the
1194mm Clamp Ring Separation System (CRSS) from
EADS-CASA. The devices either connect a spacecraft
to an adapter ring or interconnect two adapter rings. A
pyrotechnical release mechanism (bolt cutter) opens the
band and jettisoning springs inject the spacecraft
respectively adapter ring into their target orbit. No
failures of such bands have occurred in test or flight to
date.

Optionally, the spacecraft operator wants the separation
system to impose an angular velocity that e.g. prevents
certain instruments to be exposed to the sun for a given
amount of time.

Fig. 6: Separation System for Small and Single
Payload
Fig. 4: CASA Separation System 937SRF with a
Khrunichev supplied Pyrolock
Customized Adapter Rings
Cylindrical and conical aluminium adapter rings are the
interface to the upper stage and create the required
distance between the single spacecraft.
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MULTI-SPACECRAFT LAUNCH OF AN
ADJACENT CONFIGURATION
For some missions either the spacecraft have to be
separated simultaneously or the size and shape of the
satellites do not allow for stacking. In this case typically
either two or three spacecraft are arranged adjacent to
each other.
Customized Multi-Satellite Dispensers
A separation mechanism for adjacent spacecraft we call
Multi-Satellite-Dispenser. A dispenser has to fulfil
several requirements. First of all, the spacecraft shall
not collide with each other or with the upper stage,
neither during injection into orbit nor after 180 degrees
in orbit. Second the customer may require a specific
payload attitude.

Fig. 8: 3 Pushers per Spacecraft

Fig. 7 shows a solution for three spacecraft that were
designed to be installed on four attachment points each.

Fig. 9: 2 Pushers and 1 temporary Rotation Axis per
Spacecraft
For the two Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment
(GRACE) satellites successfully launched in 2002 a
lateral separation mechanism was designed which
pushed Tom & Jerry, as the two spacecraft were named,
into opposite directions.

Fig. 7: Adapter System for 3 Spacecraft

The attachment is realized by mechanical locks which
are released at time of separation.
The design and position of the pushers are responsible
for the attitude of the spacecraft after separation. A
standard realization with three mechanically
synchronized pushers per spacecraft is shown in Fig. 8
whereas in Fig. 9 two attachment points are combined
with a temporary axis that force the spacecraft to rotate.
Such requirement may be stipulated by the customer in
order to increase the lateral velocity and this way the
distance between the spacecraft. This mechanism was
first implemented for IRIDIUM in 2002.
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Figure 11: Swarm Adapter
The separation system consisted of two main
assemblies, the unlocking mechanism and the pusher
assembly. The unlocking is performed for each
spacecraft by an individual, central pyro-actuator, a
rotating disc-lever system to transmit the forces and
three mechanical locks fixing the spacecraft until being
unlocked in the following way.

Fig. 10: Lateral Separation of 2 GRACE Spacecraft
ESA’S SWARM MISSION

Following the Breeze-KM control system command
sent to 2 pyro cartridges the pyro drive was actuated.

For Eurockot one of the most complex missions in
respect of accommodation and risk-free separation was
launched in November 22, 2013 from the Plesetsk
Cosmodrome.

When the pyro drive rod, initiated by gases, extends, it
rotates the rotation lever which moves three rods
connected to mechanical locks. The rod rotates lock
couplings that in their turn are released by jaws on lock
cases and move sleeves fixing split trunnions holding
coupling bolts.

Swarm provides a study of the geomagnetic field and its
temporal evolution unprecedented in its accuracy and
completeness, and will help to improve our knowledge
of the Earth's interior and climate.

The released bolts cease holding the SC, and driven by
springs move beyond separation plane not to obstruct
further separation of elements effected by push
mechanisms.

Swarm was launched into near-polar and sunsynchronous orbit at an altitude of 490 km. The 3
spacecraft of ESA's Swarm mission have a total launch
mass of about 1500 kg.

No elements, parts, pyro gases were ejected into
environment. They are held by pyro drive seals.

The adapter baseline design concept consists of a main
cylindrical structure with three radial arms onto which
the attachment/separation system elements were
mounted, see Fig. 11.
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Fig. 12: Principle of Central Pyro Lock
In order to avoid a collision of the spacecraft after one
or several orbits the pushers of each spacecraft were
specifically loaded and the upper stage had to acquire a
certain attitude before separation. The pushers rods
were length regulated, spring-loaded and installed in
rectilinear ways at angle of 7.5° from vertical parallel to
the longitudinal axis of the upper stage directed from
the Adapter center.

Fig. 14: Simultaneous Separation of the 3 Swarm
Spacecraft

UPCOMING MISSIONS
Eurockot currently has a backlog of three launches for
ESA from the Copernicus Sentinel range of satellites.
The next spacecraft on the manifest of Eurockot is
Sentinel-3A which is presently scheduled to be
launched from 2Q 2015. The launch of Sentinel-2B
shall take place at the beginning of 2016. Sentinel-5p
will be the third satellite from this series to be launched
on a Rockot. Sentinel-5p is scheduled to be launched
during the course of 2016.
Table 2: Overview of Upcoming Missions
Projected
Year of
Launch
2015

Figure 13: Direction of Simultaneous and Linear
Separation of 3 Swarm SC

Payload

Customer

Sentinel 3A

EU/ESA

2016

Sentinel 2B

EU/ESA

2016

Sentinel 5p

EU/ESA

An artist’s view of the separation is presented in Fig.
14.
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NON-LEO MISSIONS WITH EUROCKOT
Eurockot also offers the capability to launch
scientific spacecraft into deep space by releasing them
into orbits with a high apogee from where they continue
their mission propelled by an apogee kick motor. A
good example is the LISA Pathfinder mission of the
European Space Agency for which Rockot is the backup launcher.
CONCLUSION
Eurockot is prepared for the needs of the growing
number of small satellite constellations because
•

Rockot has a launch record of 19 successful
missions out of 21 missions since the year
2000 including 10 successful launches by
Eurockot and 9 successful Russian federal
missions since 2005 and a backlog of 3
launches until 2016;
Eurockot operates the only small Russian
launcher with its own, dedicated spacecraft
integration, launch and customer facilities at
Plesetsk Cosmodrome in Northern Russia;
Eurockot customers comprise European Space
Agency, NASA with German Aerospace
Centre DLR, Canadian Space Agency,
Japanese Government, Korean Government as
well as commercial customers;
Eurockot offers optional qualified and proven
adapters / separation systems for different
types of spacecraft.

•

•

•
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